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The relations between the lower semicontinuity of the metric projection Po onto 
a finite-dimensional subspace G of L,, the Lipschitz continuity of P,, the existence 
of continuous selections for P,, and uniform strong uniqueness of Po are studied. 
In particular, the lower semicontinuity of P,, the Lipschitz continuity of P,, 
and the uniform strong uniqueness of P, are all equivalent. If P, is lower 
semicontinuous, then P, has a Lipschitz continuous selection. Moreover, if G is 
one-dimensional, Po has a continuous selection if and only if it has a Lipschitz 
continuous selection. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We will study strong uniqueness, Lipschitz continuous and continuous 
selections for metric projections in L,(T, h), and some relationships which 
hold between these properties. Our study reveals that the theory of metric 
projections in L,(T, ,B) contrasts dramatically from the theory in C,(T). 
Our approach is to study the uniform Hausdorff strong uniqueness of 
metric projections, since the uniform Hausdorff strong uniqueness implies 
the Lipschitz continuity of metric projections [25, 261. This is not sur- 
prising, since it is a common practice to prove the pointwise Lipschitz 
continuity of P, in C,(T) by first showing that P, is strongly unique. 
There is now a large body of literature that has evolved from the study of 
strong uniqueness and Lipschitz continuity of metric projections in C,(T) 
(see, e.g., [3, 6, 10,22-241 and references therein). 
A particular feature of our approach is that vector measure theory plays 
an essential role in the proofs of the key results. More specifically, the 
Liapunov convexity theorem [ 18,201 and the Landers connectivity 
theorem [14] will be used to handle nonatomic measurable sets. Recall 
that the Liapunov convexity theorem is quite useful for proving results 
about best L,-approximations. Two well-known results in L1 approxima- 
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tion theory were given elegant proofs via the Liapunov convexity theorem; 
one is about the nonexistence of finite-dimensional Chebyshev subspaces 
on a nonatomic measure space [27,28-J, and another is about 
equivalence of A-subspaces and finite-dimensional Chebyshev subsp 
with respect o varying weights [30]. 
Before stating the main results in this paper, we define the notation an 
terminology which will be used. L,( T, p) will denote the Banach space of 
all integrable functions on the measure space (T, p) with the norm defined 
by 
G will always denote a finite-dimensional subspace of L,( T, ,u). The metric 
projection P, from L,(T, p) onto G is the set-valued mapping from 
L,(T, cl) onto G delkred by 
P&3= bG: llf-gll=d(f, (3) for fe L(K ~1, 
where 
WI, F2;2) := SUP inf /lg,-gg,ll for P=,, Fz c L,(T, I*). 
g1eFz g2sF2 
G is called a Chebyshev subspace if PG(f) is a singleton for every jI 
Hausdorff metric H( ., .) is defined on the collection of all nonempty close 
and bounded subsets %?(L,(T, p)) of L,(T, p) by 
fW’lT FJ :=max{W,, Fd, W,, PI)) for Flf F2 E WL(T, F)). 
For f~ L,( T, p), let Z(f) := {TV T : f(t) = 0 j, supp(f) := T\Z(ftg and 
supp(G) := UgtC supp(g). As usual, all subsets of T are only defined up to 
a set of measure zero. A measurable subset A of T is called an atom if 
p(A) > 0 and for any measurable subset B of A, either p(B) = p(A) or 
p(B) = 0. Following [S], we will call a set unifat if it is the union of finitely 
many atoms. A nonzero function gE L,( T, ,u) is said to satisfy the Lazar 
condition if whenever B c supp(g) with Se lgl dp = !lgll/2, then either 
supp(g)\B is a unifat. 
Since dim G is finite, recall that P, is lower ~e~i~O~F~~~0~~ if and only if 
lim H(P,(f), P,(h)) = 0 
h+f 
for each f E L,(T, p). P, is said to be Lipschitz continuous if there is a 
constant J. > 0 such that 
fW’,(S), P,(h)) < 1. llf- hll 
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for all J h E L,( T, p). P, is said to be uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique 
if there is a constant y > 0 such that 
If- gll > 4.L G) + Y .dk, P,(f)), 
for all f~ L,( T, p), g E G. This is the set-valued generalization of the usual 
strong uniqueness for Chebyshev sets. A mapping S: L,(T, ,u) + G is called 
a continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) selection for P, if S is continuous (or 
Lipschitz continuous) and S(f) E P&f) for each f~ L,( T, ,u). 
We can now summarize the main results of this paper. In Section 2 we 
include some basic facts about L,( T, p)-approximation. One interesting 
case is when L,(T, ,u) = Z,(n), the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the 
I,-norm. There we see that P, is Lipschitz continuous and has a Lipschitz 
continuous selection for any subspace G of l,(n). Moreover, if G is a 
Chebyshev subspace of Z,(n), then P, is uniformly strongly unique (cf. 
Corollary 2.1). In Section 3 Lipschitz continuous metric selections are 
studied. It turns out that, for one-dimensional subspaces G = span(g), P, 
has a Lipschitz continuous selection if g satisfies the Lazar condition 
(Theorem 3.2). Hence, we deduce from [S] that if G = span(g), then P, 
has a Lipschitz continuous selection if and only if P, has a continuous 
selection. In Section 4 we show that the elements of P,(f) are completely 
determined by their behavior on the atomic part of supp(G), provided that 
G is a finite-dimensional subspace of L,( T, h) and P, is lower semi- 
continuous (Theorem 4.2). Moreover, there is a union A of finitely many 
atoms in T such that g is a best L,-approximation to f from G in L,(T, p) 
if and only if g IA is a best L,-approximation to f IA from G IA in L,(A, p) 
for any f E L,( T, ,u) (cf. the remark after Lemma 5.1). In the final Section 5 
we see that the lower semicontinuity of P,, the Lipschitz continuity of P,, 
and the uniformly Hausdorff strong uniqueness of P, are all equivalent 
(Theorem 5.2). In particular, if G is a linite-dimensional Chebyshev 
subspace of L,( T, p), then P, is uniformly strongly unique and Lipschitz 
continuous. Further, if P, is lower semicontinuous, then P, has a Lipschitz 
continuous selection (Corollary 5.2). This is a substantially stronger result 
than can be deduced solely from the Michael selection theorem [22]. 
We conclude the introduction by mentioning some results in the space 
C,(T) which provide a striking contrast to the analogous ones in L,( T, p). 
(Here T is a locally compact Hausdorff space and C,,(T) is the Banach 
space of all real continuous functions f on T such that {t E T: If(t)1 2 E} 
is compact for each E > 0, and 11 f I( = max,, T 1 f (t)l.) If T is compact and 
infinite and G is a finite-dimensional Chebyshev subspace of C,(T), then 
P, is Lipschitz continuous if and only if dim G = 1 [2,4, 5, 161. If G is a 
finite-dimensional subspace of C,,(T), then P, has a Lipschitz continuous 
selection if and only if P, is Lipschitz continuous [16]. (In L,(T, p), there 
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exists a finite-dimensional subspace G such that P, is not lower semi- 
continuous, but P, has Lipschitz continuous+even linear-selections (cf. 
[7, 191)). In C,(T), there exists a one-dimensional Chebyshev subspace G 
whose metric projection P, is not Lipschitz continuous (cf. [lb]). (This 
should be contrasted with Theorem 3.3.) 
2. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT &-APPROXIMATION 
In this section we present some basic facts about L,-approximation 
which will be used later in this chapter. Lemmas 2.1-2.5 are known results. 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7 are elementary lemmas about the ly*-topology on 
L,(A, cl) for a purely atomic set A. Theorem 2.1 is of interest in its own 
right. It shows that if A4 is a subspace of a polyhedral space, then P, is 
uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. As a conse- 
quence, we obtain that if supp(G) is a unifat, then B, is uniformly 
Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. 
First let us recall some known facts about best L,-approximations. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Kripke and Rivlin [13]). Let fEL1(T,p) andg~G. The’hen 
g E Pc( f) if and only if 
LEMMA 2.2 (Phelps [28]). If B n supp(G) is non-atomic, then there is a 
mapping q: B-t { -1, l} such that fBg.qdp=Ofor allgEG. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Deutsch, Indumathi, and Schnatz [S]). Let gELl(T, ,u)\, 
(0) and G = span(g). Then P, has a continuous election if and only if g 
satisfies the Lazar condition. 
The special case when L,( T, p) = I, was proved in a different way by 
Lazar [ 1.51. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Li [17]). P, is lower semicontinuous zy and only if 
supp(g, - g2) is a zznifat for any f E L,(T, p) and distinct g,, g, E P,(f). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f E L,(T, p), g* E P&f), and g6 G. Then ge Pc(f) f 
and only if g satisfies 
(11 [f~t)-g(t)lCf(t)-g*(t)l >Ofor tE T, and 
(2) .&-n*j k-g*1 &=J, (g-g*).@n(f -g*)dp. 
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Remark. See Strauss [31], Pinkus [29], and Li [17]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a purely atomic subset of T and let (qj} be a 
bounded sequence in L,(A, p). Then w*-limj,, qj= cp if and only if 
limj, m qj(e)=cp(e)for alleEA. 
ProoJ: Suppose w*-limj, co ‘pj = cp. Let A = {ek : k E I}. Then 
i.e., 
lim Vj(ek) -Aed = cp(ek) 94eJ for k E I, (2.1) 
i+m 
which is equivalent to the atomwise convergence of {qj}. On the other 
hand, if (2.1) holds, then 
lim s j-m A Vj.fdP= V.fdP i A 
for f E L,(A, p) with supp(f) a unifat. However, the set of all f E &(A, p) 
with supp(f) a unifat is dense in L,(A, ,u). Thus, (2.1) implies that (40~) is 
w*-convergent o cp. This proves Lemma 2.6. [ 
Next we show that the set of measurable signatures on a purely atomic 
set A is w*-compact in L,(A, p). Define 
@:=(cpEL,(A,p):cp(e)E{-l,O,l}foreEA), (2.2) 
~:={~~L,(A,,u):~(e)~{O,1}fore~A}={~,:BcA}. (2.3) 
Since @ and 5?” are closed under the atomwise convergence, by Lemma 2.6, 
@ and ?E are w*-closed in L,(A, p). By the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem 
[12], @ and 55 are w*-compact. This proves the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Q, and JX are w*-compact for any purely atomic set A. 
Recall that a finite-dimensional normed linear space X is called a 
polyhedral space, if the unit ball B(X) of X is the convex hull of a finite set 
[ll, 211. Maserick [21] showed that X is a polyhedral space if and only 
if its dual X* is a polyhedral space. Now we want to show that if M is a 
subspace of a polyhedral space X, then P, is uniformly Hausdorff strongly 
unique and Lipschitz continuous. As a consequence, we obtain that PG is 
uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous for any 
subspace G of L,(T, p), provided supp(G) is a unifat. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that X is a polyhedral space. Then for an9 
subspace M of X, P, is uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique; i.e., there 
exists ,I> 0 such that 
l/x - gll 3 4x, Ml + J .d(g, Pdx)) for g E M, x E X. (2.4) 
Furthermore, P, is Lipschitz continuous; i.e., there exists c > 0 such that 
fw.dx), P,(Y)) G c. lb - Y II for x,ygX (2.5) 
where H(., .) is the Hausdorff metric. 
Proof: By [21, Theorem 2.71, the dual X* of X is a polyhedral space. 
Then the unit ball B(X*) of X* is a convex hull of a finite set { xj* 1;. Thus, 
we have 
llxll = sup{ Ixj*(x)l : 1 <j< r> for XfX. GW 
Let T= (x7};. Define cp: X-t C(T) as follows: 
cp(x)(xi*) :=x?(x) for 1 <j<r. (2.7) 
Let M, := q(M). Then M, is a subspace of C(T). Since for any ge 
T\Z(g) is a compact set, a result of Li [ 161 implies that PMp is uniform;; 
Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. Thus, there exist 
A>O, c>O such that 
llf - gll 2 4f, MqJ + J .dk, Q(f 1) for gEM,, fE C(T), (2.8) 
Hhq(f), t,.&d)- II f- hll for S, hcC(T). (2.9) 
Now, by (2.6) and (2.7), it is easy to verify that jlxl/ = llq(x)l/, d(x, M) = 
d(vP(x), M,h dk, PM(X)) = 4cpkh PMI,(cob))), and Nf’dx), PM(y)) = 
W’M~P(&B)~ L&(Y))). H ence, (2.4) and (2.5) follow from (2.8) and 
(2.9). I 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that supp( G) is a unifat. Thea P, is ~n~or~~y 
Hausdorff strongly unique and P, is Lipschitz continuous. 
Proof Let A=supp(G) and X= (fEL,(T,pu): T\AcZ(f)). Then 
is a subspace of the polyhedral space A’. By Theorem 2.1, P, , X is uniformly 
Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous; i.e., there exist I > 0 
and c>O such that 
llf - gl/ 2 4f, ‘3 + L .d(g, P&f)) for gEG, fEX, 
H(P,(f ), P,(h)) d c. Ilf- hll for f, h EX. (2.11) 
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Givenanyf,hEL1(T,~),letf,,h,EXbesuchthatf,=fonAandh,=h 
on A. Then PG(f)=PG(fO) and P,(h) =P,(h,). Thus, by (2.10), we get 
Ilf- gll = IT\, VI d/J + llfo - gll 
By (2.11), we deduce that, for J; REL,(T, p), 
Thus, P, is uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz con- 
tinuous. 1 
Remark. A consequence of Corollary 2.1 is a result of Angelos and 
Schmidt El], which states that if (T, ,D) is a unifat, then Pa is strongly 
unique at f whenever P&f) is a singleton. 
3. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS METRIC SELECTIONS AND LAZAR'S CONDITION 
Our main goal in this section is to show that P, has a continuous 
selection if and only if P, has a Lipschitz continuous selection, provided G 
is a one-dimensional subspace of L,(T, ,u). Our method is to reduce the 
problem to the case that supp(G) is a unifat. More specifically, we will 
show that if P, has a continuous selection, then some elements in PG(f) 
can be determined by their behavior on a unifat. To do so, we need a 
formally stronger, but equivalent, version of the Lazar condition which is 
the key to the reduction procedure mentioned above. 
To get the stronger version of the Lazar condition, we need the following 
corollary of the Liapunov convexity theorem [l&20,27]. 
LEMMA 3.1. If B is il non-atomic set and jB jgl d,u > c 2 0, then there 
exist E c B such that SE lgl, dp = c. 
NOW we can show that the nonatomic part of supp(g) is not essential in 
the Lazar condition. In the sequel, we will denote the atomic part of 
swpk) by at(g). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that g E L,(T, p) satisfies the Lazar condition. If 
Bcwwk) and.L Id &> IlgllP, then JatcgjnB lgl 42 IlgllP. 
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Proof. If j atCgjnB lgl 4~ < llgll/2, then B\(Bn at(g)) is nonatomic an 
i E\(Enat(g)) lgl dp=L lgl dp-JLnat(gi lg’ dp 
> /Ml 
2 s lgl dp. Enat 
By Lemma 3.1, there is E c B\at(g) such that 
Q < P(E) < @\aW), and s /gl dp A. .Eu (atk)nB) 2 
Since p(E) >O, p((B\at(g))\E) >O, and E and (B\at(g))\E are purely 
nonatomic, we know that E u (at(g) n B) and supp(g)\ (E v (at(g) n 
both are not unifat, which contradicts the fact that g satisfies the Lazar 
condition. [ 
Next we show that we can replace the at(g) in Lemma 3.2 by a unifat. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that g satisfies the Lazar condition. Then there is a 
unifat set A c supp(g) such that for any B c supp(g) with fs jgl > //g/l /2, we 
have 
Proof. For convenience, let us denote 
X := {xB : B c at(g)), (3.1) 
S(q) :=I cp-lgl& for cpE%. 
T 
(3.2) 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that % is w*-compact. Since S(.) is 
w*-continuous on !X, 
(3*31 
is a w*-compact subset of 55. Let X~EJV. We discuss the following two 
cases :
(1) B is a unifat: 
Then 
V(xs) := {q e 3 : q(e) = X,(e) for e E B) 
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is a (relatively) w*-open neighborhood of xB in 3. Obviously, 
S(q)= j cp-lgl cIcL> j XB.kl s=F for cp EVxB)\ ix~). (3.4) 
T T 
(2) B is not a unifat: 
Then, since g satisfies the Lazar condition, supp(g)\B is a unifat. Thus, 
VxB) := { cp E X : de) = xB(e) for e E swPk)\B) 
is a (relatively) w*-open neighborhood of xe in X. Obviously, 
S(q)=j cp.lgl dvj- xB.lgl dp=!+ for cp E VxB)\ l.xBl. (3.5) 
T T 
Moreover, supp(g) is a unifat; i.e., supp(g) = at(g). 
If at(g) is a unifat, let A =at(g). Then Lemma 3.3 follows from 
Lemma 3.2. Thus we may assume 
at(g) = {e,) 1”. 
If Lemma 3.3 fails to be true, then there are B, c supp(g) such that for 
ka 1, 
and (3.6) 
S(x 
Ml 
Bkn {e,):) <----. 2 (3.7) 
Since !X is w*-compact, we may assume that for some B c at(g), 
It follows from Lemma 2.6 that (3.8) implies 
by*- lim xBkn {s}p = xB- 
k-cc 
By (3.6) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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It follows from (3.7)-(3.10) that 
qx )=ilgil. 
B 2 ’ 
(3.11) 
i.e., X~E N. Recalling that V(xB) (defined in cases (1) and (2) above) is a 
(relatively) w*-open neighborhood of xB, it follows that there exists n such 
that 
If B is a unifat, then (3.4) and (3.12) contradict (3.7). Otherwise, it folloavs 
from (3.5), (3.10), and (3.12) that 
XB= XB,n {e,}?’ (3.13) 
Since supp(g) = at(g) = (e,}? in this case, (3.13) implies xs = xB,, which 
contradicts (3.11) and (3.6). The contradiction proves Lemma 3.3. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 3.3 implies a formally stronger versron of 
the Lazar condition. In fact, (3.4) and (3.5) imply that each q in Jf is an 
isolated point. Since N is w*-compact, JV must be a finite set. Let A be 
the union of all unifats B whose characteristic function XB E N. Then A is 
still a unifat. Let B c supp(g) be such that lB lgj & = /lgl/ 2. Then either 
or supp(g)\B is a unifat whose characteristic function is in JV. Therefore, 
either B c A or supp(g)\B c A. This proves the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let g EL~(T, p)\(O). Then g satisfies the Lazav cond& 
tion if and only if there is a unifat A c supp(g) such that either B c A or 
supp(g)\Bc A whenever B is a subset ofsupp(g) with fB jgl dp = j/g/i/2. 
By Lemma 3.3, we can show that if g satisfies the Lazar condition and 
G = span(g), then some elements in P,(f) are completely determined by 
their behavior on the unifat A in Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that gE L,(T, p)\(O) satisfies the Lazar condi- 
tion and G = span(g). Then there is a unifat A c supp(g) such that 
pan IPEG:P lBEPGIrr (fl,)> for all fEL,(T, p), BT A. (3.14) 
ProofI Let A be the same unifat as in Lemma 3.3. Then for any B 1 A 
and any E c supp(g) with SE /gl > \lgl\ /2, we have 
(3.15) 
IBE J’, ,,(.I” Is). BY 
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Fix f~&(T,,u) and BIA. Let PEG be such that p 
Lemma 2.1, 
i, Y.Sign(f-P)d~~jr(T-a)nP 141 d/J for 
which is equivalent to 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Ii B g.sign(f-P) & G/zcfppr,r lgl dp. (3.16) 
Let Ai= {teT: (-l)i.g(t).sign(f(t)-p(t))>O}, i= 1,2. If JAi lgl dp> 
llgjl/2 for some i, then, by (3.15), we get 
5, A nB lgl Cd+! 
It follows from (3.16) and (3.17) that 
ligll, 
s 2 ’ A;nB 
lgl dcL G i;, lgl &. 
, 
But then 
llgll =s, lgl &=lA8 Id &+j-,A lgl dp 
2 jA, Id dp+/B\n lgl dp 
>!i+lpo= llg;l 
22 ’ 
which is absurd. Thus we must have 
Then 
s, A, lgl dp+! for i= 1, 2. 
s lgl dp Al lgl dp&$~ T\A, 
= jA, Id d~+jzcf-pj Id dp. 
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Interchanging the roles of A, and AI?, we deduce 
/I,, Iid WjA2 lgl dPi G/z(,.vpi lgl 4-b 
which is equivalent to 
IJ 
4. sign(f - p) dp 
1 J 
< 
T 
Z(f--p) 14 & for qE G. 
By Lemma 2.1, p E P&“). Hence, (3.14) holds. 1 
Next we give an application of Corollary 2.1, which shows that if we can 
reduce the L,-approximation to the L,-approximation on a unifat of T, 
then the metric projection has a Lipschitz continuous selection. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that there is a unfat A such that 
Mf)+-%I&‘qa (flA)> for all fEL(Typu). 
Then P, has a Lipschitz continuous election. 
Proof If gE G and JA lgl dp = 0, then 0 E P, ,,(g iA); i.e., 
P,(g) = {ET> = 0% 
which implies g = 0. Hence, jA lgl dp for g E G defines a norm on G. Thus, 
there is a constant CI > 0 such that 
Let 
IM! Q a s, Id dh for gEG. (3.19) 
P,(f,A):={gEG:gl.EP,,,(fI.)) for fEh(K ~1. 
Then PG(f, A) iA= PGIA(f IA) for f E L,(T, p). By Corollary 2.1, there is 
p>O such that, for f, hEL,(T, p), 
H(P,(J;A) IA, f’,(h,A) IA)GP j If-k &<B~llf-4. (3.20) 
A 
By (3.19), we obtain 
fW,(f, Ah f’,(k A)) 
<aH(P,(f, A) IA, P,(h, A) IA) for S, he L,(T, p). (3.21) 
640/66/Z-7 
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It follows from (3.20) and (3.21) that PG(., A) is Lipschitz continuous. 
Obviously, the set PG(f, A) is convex and compact for every ~EL,(T, p). 
By a result of Deutsch, Li, and Park [9, Proposition 2.31, PG(., A) has a 
Lipschitz continuous selection 0. Since o(f) E Po(J; A) c PG(f), c is also a 
Lipschitz continuous selection for P,. 1 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that g E L,(T, ,u)\ (0) satisfies the Lazar condi- 
tion and G = span(g). Then PG has a Lipschitz continuous election. 
Finally, let us summarize the results proved in this section, together with 
the known Lemma 2.3. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ge L,(T, p)\(O) and G= span(g). Then the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(1) P, has a continuous election; 
(2) P, has a Lipschitz continuous election; 
(3) g satisfies the Lazar condition; 
(4) There is a unifat A c supp(g) such that either BcA or 
supp(g)\B c A whenever B c supp(g) with sB lgl dp = l/g11 /2. 
4. BEST APPROXIMATION ON THE ATOMIC PART OF supp(G) 
In this section we show that the elements in P&f) are completely 
determined by their behavior on the atomic part at(G) of supp(G) (cf. 
Theorem 4.2), provided P, is lower semicontinuous. 
For convenience, let us use the following notations: 
@ := (cp E L,(at(G), p) : cp(e) E { - 1, 0, l} for eE at(G)}, (4.1) 
Q(v.~J):=~~(~) lgld/+~ ~d~-~Jgl& (4.2) 
at(G) 
Jlr(~,E):={g~G:Q(cp,g,E)=o). (4.3) 
Our intention is to show that Q(q,, g, T\at(G)) B 0 for all g E G, provided 
Q((p, g, 0) > 0 for all gE G (Theorem 4.1). This will be used to prove that 
gl atCGj is a best L,-approximation to flatCGj from G latCGj if and only if 
ge PG(f) (Theorem 4.2). To do so, we need to show that elements in 
JV(~,, E) have unifat supports (Lemma 4.1) and Q((p, g, E) < J,( cp, E) . 
JT,CatCGjvEj lgl dp for g E G (a corollary of Lemma 4.2). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that P, is lower semicontinuous. If cp 6 @ ami 
EC T\at(G) are such that Q(cp, p, E) 2 0 for all p E G, then supp(g) is a 
unifat for each g E Jf(q, E)\ (0). 
Prooj By Lemma 2.2, there is a mapping cpI : T\(at(G) v E) -+ ( -I, 
such that 
f T\(at(G)“E)P.ql dp=o 
for all p E C. 
Suppose gE ~V(cp, E)\(O). Let {g,);l be a basis of G. Define 
h= /gl+ i Igjl, 
h(t) dt), t E at( 6) 
and f(t) := h(t) sign(g(t)), t E E 
j=l 
i h(t) cpl(th t E T\(at(G) v E). 
From the delinition off, we deduce 
f(t). u-(t) -g(t)) 2 0 for t E T. (4.5) 
From (4.4), the hypothesis that Q((p, g, E) = 0, and the definition of S, we 
deduce that 
Now, by (4.4) and Q((p, p, E) 2 0, it is not difficult to verify that 
By Lemma 2.1, 0 E P&S). From (4.5), (4.6), and Lemma 2.5 we know that 
gc P,(j). Since P, is lower semicontinuous, by Lemma 2.4, supp(g) = 
supp(g - 0) is a unifat. 1 
Remark. If supp(g) is a unifat for some g E G\ { 0}, then 
6(g) := inf{ Ig(e) 1 p(e) : e E supp(g)j > 0. (4.7) 
Therefore, under the assumption of Lemma 4.1, 
is a neighborhood of S l(G) n M(cp, E) in G, where S ‘( 6) denotes the unit 
sphere of G and B(g, E) := {p E G : /g - pII < E) is the ball in G of radius E 
and centered at g. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let cp E di and Ecsupp(G)\at(G) be such that 
Q(~.J, p, E) > 0 for every p E G. If P, is lower semicontinuous, then VsiCq, Ej 
is a neighborhood of S’(G) n .N(q, E). Moreover, 
A(q,,E) := ’ Q((P, g, El 
go SJ&&PP, E) d(g, J’“(q, E)) 
= Q(R g> El >. 
.di%ci-(C~, d(g, Jlr(q, E)) ’ (4.9) 
ProojI By Lemma 4.1 and the remark before Lemma 4.2, V&+ Ej is a 
neighborhood of S’(G) n J+‘“((P, E). Now we claim that for any 
g E f&q, E) n S’(G)\Jlr(q, E), there exists g* E VMCq, Ej n S’(G) such that 
d(g*, J”-(% E)) > 2. d(g, A’-(cp, E)), and 
Q((P, g*, El Q((P, g, El 
dk*, J'"(cp, E)) ' dk, JYrp, El)' 
In fact, let gE l$,, 8j n S’(G)\M(q, E). Then there exists p E S’(G) n 
X(9, E) such that /g-p11 <$.6(p). Thus, 
Me) -P(e)1 de) G llg-pll -c 1%~) < $ IP( p(e) for e E supp(p), 
which implies 
k(t)- ip( = Idt)l - 4 IP( for t E T. 
Thus, 
l/g- SPII = llgll - f 0 IIPII = f. (4.12) 
Let g* = 2. g-p. Then (4.12) implies g* E S’(G). By Lemma 4.1, supp(q) 
is a unifat for q E .M((p, E). Since Q((p, ., E) is positively homogeneous, 
satisfies the triangle inequality for elements in G with unifat supports, and 
is nonnegative on G by hypothesis, JV(~,, E) is a closed convex cone. 
Therefore, f. p + Jlr(q, E) c Jlr(q, E) and iN( cp, E) = Jlr(q, E). Hence 
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4g*, Jvcp, El) = 42. (g - ; .p), M(q, E)) 
=2d(g-gp, +v-(q?,E)) 
=Zd(g-$p, N(q,E)) 
= 2 d(g, 1 .p t N(q, E)) 
3 2 .4g, Joq, a). (4.13) 
Furthermore, (4.10), (4.11), and (4.13) imply 
This proves our claim. 
Since Q((p, ., E) and d(., N(cp, E)) are continuous positive functions on 
the compact set S l(G)\ b’ylP, Ej, 
Therefore, it suffkes to show that the equality in (4.9) holds. Assume the 
contrary that the equality in (4.9) does not hold. Then there exists 
g, E S’(G)\Jlr(q, E) such that 
Then go E Gcpp, Ej. By applying the previous claim inductively, we can get 
a sequence {g,} ;” c vVtrp, Ej n S’(G) such that for i 3 1, 
4g,, Jlr(go, E))>2.4gj-l, Jlr(q, E))>2’,d(go, M(q, E)) and j4.15! 
Q((P, gi, El Q((P, gi- 1, El Q(cp, go> El
d(gi, Jlr(q, El)’ Q’(gi- 1,J’“(cP, El)’ 4g0, Jlr(~, El) 
Since 0 E N(cp, E), d(gj, N(cp, E)) < l/gJ = 1. Thus, (4.15) implies that 
2’. d(g,, N(q, E)) < 1 for i > 1. Therefore d(g,, N(cp, E)) = 0, which 
implies g,EA”(q, E). This contradiction completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. 1 
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Remark. Since Jl/‘(cp, E) is a convex cone under the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4.2, g E G\Jlr((p, E) implies g* := g/ llglj E S’(G)\Jlr(qo, E). Thus, 
by (4.9) and Ml . Q((P, g*, E) = Q((P, g, El, we get 
Q((P, g> E) = llgll . Q((P, g*> E) 2 4~7, E). llgll .&r*, -4~2 E)) 
= 4% El . d(g, JYq> El). 
Since supp(p) c at(G) for p E N(cp, E)\ (01, 
This proves the following corollary of Lemma 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumption of Lemma 4.2, we have 
I(q, E) > 0 and 
Q(R g, El 3 4~ E) .l/T\iE.latlGJj lgl & for ge G. (4.17) 
The following result about the range of non-atomic vector measures was 
proved by Landers L-14: Corollary 61. It will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let z be a non-atomic measure defined on’s o-algebra Z 
with values in a Banach space X. Then z(Z) c X is arcwise connected. 
Now we can show that the non-atomic part of supp(G) is not essential 
for the best L,-approximations. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that PG is lower semicontinuous. If cp E @ is such 
that Q(q, g, 0) B 0 for every gE G, then Q(rp, g, T\at(G)) 9 0 for every 
gEG. 
Proof: Let 
& = {EC supp(G)\at(G) : Q((p, g, E) > 0 for gc G}. 
Define a partial order on d by 
E,QE, if E,cE,. 
Let P be a chain in de. Then F = {E, : tl E I>, where I is a well-ordered 
set [12]. Define 
Ik = {IX E I : ,uG(E,\EB) 2 l/k for every fi < U} for k> 1, 
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where 
and {g,>y is a basis of G. 
Since p,(supp(G)) < cc and B is a chain, one can verify that Zk is a 
finite set. Let J = tJ,“= 1 Z,. Then J is a countable set. Define 
Then E is a measurable subset of supp(G)\at(G). We claim that 
AEa\E) = 0 for c1 EZ. 
In fact, let 
Z* = (a : p(E,\E) > 01. 
If Z* # 0, since Z is well-ordered, there is a minimal index a* E Z*. If there 
is a k 2 1 such that 
lu,(E,~\Ep) a l/k for p<a*, 
then CI* EZ~ c J, which implies E,, c E and p(E,,\E) = 0. This is 
impossible. Thus, for any k 2 1, there exists a j3 = ljk < LX* such that 
Since CI* is the minimal index in I*, /I # I*. Thus, p(Ep\E) = 0, which 
implies 
/4Ep\E) = 0. 
Therefore, we have 
Since k 2 1 is arbitrary, we get &E,,\E) = 0. Since E,* is a subset of 
supp(G), we have p(E,,\E) = 0, which contradicts a* E I*. The contra- 
diction proves our claim. 
Next we claim that E E &. In fact, rewrite E = U,?= 1 Ej. Since 9 is a 
chain, UJ!= 1 Ej = Ejn for some 1 d j, G n. Therefore, 
for gEG, 
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which implies 
Q((P, g, E) = lim Q((P, g, Ej#) 20 for gEG. n-cc 
Thus, E E ~2. This proves the second claim. 
The above two claims imply that every chain in J$ has an upper bound. 
By Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal element E E d. We will show that 
E = supp(G)\at(G) and hence 
Qh g, T\aWN = Qh g, wpW\aW)) 2 0 for every g E G, 
which will complete the proof. 
By Corollary 4.1, there is a constant CI > 0 such that 
Q(v, g, E)>a. s T\(at(G)uE) lg’ dp for gE G’ (4.18) 
We may assume a < 1. Let Z”(G) be the Banach space of all real bounded 
functions x on G with the supremum norm llxlj =sup{ Ix(g)1 : geG}. 
Define 
where O/O := 0 and g is the a-algebra generated by the measurable subsets 
of the set supp(G)\(at(G) u E). Then z: g -+ Z”(G) is a countably additive 
nonatomic vector measure. If E # supp(G)\at(G), then there is g* E G such 
that 
s “*I ” ’ ” supp(G)\(at(G)uE) 
It follows from this and (4.18) that 
lI~(wp(G)\@K? u E))lI > 1. 
Thus, by Lemma 4.3, there is E, c supp(G)\(at(G) u E) such that 
/z(EJl = 1. Thus 
SE, kl 4 
Q(cp, g> E) ’ ’ 
for every go G implies that 
Q(R g, E u E,) = Q(v, g, E) - jE, lgl dp 2 0. 
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That is, E v E, E&. Since p(E,) > 0, E Y E, #I?, which implies 
(E u E, ) > E. This contradicts the fact that E is maximal in A&. This 
contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. If P, is lower semicontinuous, then 
PG(L at(G)) := kc G : g lat(c)~PG,,,,,,(flat(6))). 
Let g E P&f, at(G)). Then, by Lemma 2.1, for q := sign(f - g)latC6, E
Q(q> p, 0) > 0 for p E G. By Theorem 4.1, we obtain that for p E 6, 
a p.sign(f-g)d~. s T 
By Lemma 2.1, ge P&f). Thus, 
pGtf, at(G)) = PC(f) for 0 LK 14. (4.19) 
On the other hand, choose g* E P&f, at(G)) c P&f). Fix gE P&f). 
Since P, is lower semicontinuous, by Lemma 2.4, supp(g- g*)cat(G). 
Since g, g* E P,(f), by Lemma 2.5, we have 
(f(t)-s(t)).(f(t)-g*(t))~O for t E T, and (4.20) 
s x-g*) lg-g*Id~=~=(g--R*).sign(f-g*)dir, (4.21) 
Since supp(g - g*) c at(G), (4.21) implies 
i 18-g”) &=jitcG, (g - g*) . signff- g*) dp. (4.22) ZU-g*)nat(G) 
Since g* EP~(~, at(G)), by (4.20), (4.22) and Lemma 2.5, we know 
g E PG(J; at(G)). Thus, 
PC(~) cf'c(.L at(G)) for .fE E,tT ~1. (4.23) 
(4.19) and (4.23) imply PC(f) = PG(f, at(G)). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. 1 
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5. STRONG UNIQUENESS AND LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
In this section we show that if P, is lower semicontinuous, then PG is 
uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. As a conse- 
quence we obtain that if G is a finite-dimensional Chebyshev subspace of 
L,(T, ,u), then P, is uniformly strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. 
To do so, we first need to show that the constant ,?(cp, E) in Lemma 4.2 
is independent of cp and E. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that P, is lower semicontinuous. Then there is I > 0 
such thatfor all ~‘EL,(T,,u) and gEP,Jf), 
J IPI dp- J~P.sign(f-g)d~Zd.d(p, Go) for PEG, (5.1) a-g) 
where Go := {p E G : supp(p) is a unifat}. 
Proof First recall the notations used in Section 4: 
@ := {q E L,(at(G), p) : cp(e) E ( - 1, 0, l} for eE at(G)}, (5.2) 
Q((P, g, El := Jzcr) kl+Jatcc, p.g&- JE k/ & (5.3) 
Moreover, denote 
@,:={cpE@:Q((P,g,@)>OforgEG}. (5.4) 
By Lemma 2.6, w*-lim pj = p implies w*-lim Iqjojl = 1~1. Since 
Jz,,, M dp = J Cl- 14). lgl 4, at(G) 
Q((p, g, 0) is w*-continuous for cp E@. Since @ is w*-compact (cf. 
Lemma 2.7), @,, is a w*-compact subset of @. It follows from Theorem 4.1 
that 
Q(R g, T\at(G)) > 0 for every g E G, q E QO. (5.5) 
Since supp(G,) is a unifat, 
W(q) := ($ E B0 : i+(e) - cp(e)j < i for e E supp(G,)} 
= {I) E CD,, : t/i(e) = q(e) for e E supp(G,)} (5.6) 
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is a w*-neighborhood of cp ~0~. Since Cp, is w*-compact, there exist 
(cpi}; c Q0 such that 
@Cl= (j w(gO,). (5.7) 
j=l 
Let 
J'-(q) := J'"(q, T\at(G)) = tge G : Q((P, gT\at(G)) =O> for ~EQ&. 
(5.8) 
By Lemma 4.1, N(q) t Go for q~ E@,. Thus, for q E Qi,, 
Therefore, for $E W(q), 
Let vJy(q) be the neighborhood of A”(q) n S’(G) in G as defined in (4.8); 
i.e., 
V “v(q) := U B(g, &g)), (5.11) 
geS’(Gjn.k’(q,) 
where Sl(G) denotes the unit sphere of G, B(g, E) := {PEG : Jig-p/l -CE] 
is the ball of radius E and centered at g in G, and 
6(g) := inf{ /g(e)1 .g(e) : e E supp(g)j > 0. 
Then (5.10) and (5.11) imply 
V “KC@) = -f(v) V for J/E W(q). (5.12) 
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Hence, by Lemma 4.2, (5.7), (5.12), and N(q) c Go, we obtain 
inf 
‘P E @a. ge S1(W\Go 4s GoI 
= inf inf C?h g, T\aW) 
‘p~@‘o gES’(G)\Go dk, Go) 
> inf inf Q(R g, T\at(G)) 
rp E @o gs S’(G)\.Y((D) dk J’+(v)) 
> inf inf inf Q((P, g, T\at(G)) 
lGj<n ‘PE @‘(qj) gES’(G)\l’x(q) dk, Jlr(v)) 
2 inf inf inf Q((P, g, T\at(G)) 
lCj<n (PE WVj) gESi(G)\Vx(mj) a, J%j)) 
(5.13) 
By (5.6), we know that II’ is also w*-compact. By (5.10), 
Q(q, g, T\at(G)) = 0 for q E W(qj) implies gE N(q) = &“(qj). Thus, 
Q((P, g, T\at(G)) and dk, .Wcpi)) are continuous positive functions of 
(q,, g) on the compact product set W(qj) x (S’(G)\N(qj)). Therefore, 
inf inf Q&s g, T\aW) , o 
‘PEYV~) g.ES’(G)\V~.(pj) d(g, N(qj)) 
for 1 Qj6n. (5.14) 
It follows from (5.13) and (5.14) that 
I := inf Qh g, T\aW)), o 
dk, Go) ’ 
Since Qt40, g, T\at(G)) and d(g, G,) are positive homogeneous with 
respect to g, it is easy to see that 
Q((P, g, T\at(G)) > J.. d(g, GoI for gE G, q E @,,. (5.15) 
Finally, let f~ L,( Z”, p) and g E PC(f). Then, by Theorem 4.2 and 
Lemma 2.1, cp := sign(f- g) latCcj EGo. Thus, by (5.15), 
s qfMg) lp’ dp a s Z(/-g)nat(G) “I dp = sZ(q) “’ dp 
2 
jaf(G)P’(Pdp+j 
IPI dp + 1. d(p, G,) 
T\at(G) 
> I p . sign(f - g) d,u + I . d(p, G,) i- 
for all p E G. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. l 
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Remark. Let A, = supp(G,). Then d(g, 6,) z fT,AO [gj d,u. Therefore, 
(5.15) implies 
Suppose A, = {e,, . . . . e,> and at(G) = (ek) ;“. Then there exists m 3n such 
that 
s lgl dp 6 t. jr,ro Igldfi for gEG. (5.17) 
at(G)\iekj: 
It follows from (5.16) and (5.17) that 
Let A = (ek);l. Then, by (5.18) and a similar argument to that in 
Theorem 4.2, we can prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose P, is lower semicontinuous. Then P, is ungormly 
Hausdorff strongly unique; i.e., there is j3 > 0 such that 
If- Al 2 4L G) + PAdk, PG(~)) for f EL,(T, ~1, go 6. 
PuooJ: Let Go := {g EG : supp(g) is a unifat). Since supp(G,) is a 
unifat, by Corollary 2.1, there is p > 0 such that 
If- gll 3 4L Go) + P . dk, P,,(f)) for ~‘EL,(T, P), gEGo. (5.19) 
For any j”~L~(T,fi) and gEG, let g*EP&f) be such that l(g-g*jj= 
a(g, I’&)). By Lemma 5.1, 
“f-g” dzo+&,*, If-81 dp+i, (f-g).sim(f-g*)d~ 
= 
i’ a- &?*I 
k-g*) 4-s, k-g*).sign(f-P)&+ llf-g*ll 
B 2 . dk - g*, Go) + Ilf- g*ll 
= d(f, G) + ,I . d(g - g*, G,). (5.20) 
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Let P*EG~ be such that d(g-g*,GO)= (lg-g*--*(I. Then, by (5.19), 
Ilf- gll = IIS- g* -P” + g* + P* - gll 
>, U-g* -p*ll -&c-g*, Go) 
> W- g*, 6,) + P . d(p*, &,(f- g*)) - 4g - g*v Go) 
>d(f, (3-k P a&-g*, Po,,(f-g*))- (1 +~)-d(g-g*, Go). 
(5.21) 
Let 
p:=min 
1 
5, 2.~l’:u)}>0. 
Since 0 E P&f--g*), d(f- g*, G,) = d(f- g*, G). Thus, P&f- g*) 3 
&YOU- - g* )* If 
P . dk, P,(f)) ’ 2. (1 + P) - 4g - g*, Go). 
then, by (5.21), we have 
IU--gll~4f, G)+ P .d(g- g*, Po(f-ET*))- (1 +~).dk-g*, Go) 
= d(f, G) + P .d(g, P&7) - (1 + P) .d(g - g”, Go) 
> d(f, G) + f . dk, f’&-)) 2 4.f G) + P . dk> POW). 
Otherwise, by (5.20), we get 
IV-gll24.L G)+2 ;l’:p, -4g, P,(f)) a 4f, G) + P . d(g, Pdf)). 
Thus, P, is uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique. 1 
It follows from Park’s result [25, 261 that the uniform Hausdorff strong 
uniqueness of PG implies the Lipschitz continuity of P,. Thus, by 
Theorem 5.1, we have the following characterization of lower semi- 
continuity of P,. 
THEOREM 5.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) p, is lower semicontinuous; 
(2) PG is uniformly Hausdorff strongly unique; 
(3) P, is Lipschitz continuous. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. If G is a finite-dimensional Chebysheu subspace o;S 
L,( T, p), then P, is uniformly strongly unique and Lipschitz continuous. 
Remark. This result may seem surprising since for a unite-dimensioned 
Chebyshev subspace M of C(T) with compact infinite T, P, is Lipschitz 
continuous if and only if dim M = 1. 
We know that if Po is Lipschitz continuous, then it has a Lipschitz con- 
tinuous selection [9]. Thus, another easy consequence of Theorem 5.2 is 
the following stronger version of the Michael selection theorem [22]. 
COROLLARV 5.2. If P, is lower semicontinuous, then P, has a L~pschitz 
continuous election. 
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